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Abstract We consider a relativistic radiating spherical star in conformally flat
spacetimes. In particular we study the junction condition relating the radial pres-
sure to the heat flux at the boundary of the star which is a nonlinear partial
differential equation. The Lie symmetry generators that leave the equation invari-
ant are identified and we generate an optimal system. Each element of the optimal
system is used to reduce the partial differential equation to an ordinary differential
equation which is further analysed. We identify new categories of exact solutions
to the boundary conditions. Two classes of solutions are of interest. The first class
depends on a self similar variable. The second class is separable in the spacetime
variables.
Keywords Lie symmetries · radiating stars · heat flux
1 Introduction
Spherically symmetric spacetimes with nonvanishing heat flux are used in the
modelling of radiating stars and in describing cosmological models. The dynamics
of gravitational collapse with heat flow, as a highly dissipative process, has been
extensively studied by Herrera et al. [1, 2] and Di Prisco et al. [3] in both the
free-streaming and diffusion approximations in relativistic astrophysics. Radiating
models in cosmology are important in applications involving evolution of voids,
formation of large scale structures and the study of singularities as discussed by
Krasinski [4]. It is clear that heat flow is a vital ingredient in the modelling process.
For a relativistic radiating star the interior spacetime of the star should match with
the exterior Vaidya [5] solution; the junction condition relating the radial pressure
with the heat flux at the boundary of the star must be satisfied. The full junction
conditions for a radiating star were first generated by Santos [6]. Such models
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are important in investigating the physical features of radiating stars including
dynamic stability, surface luminosity, relaxation effects, temperature profiles and
particle production at the boundary.
The assumption of conformal flatness is often made to integrate the Einstein
field equations. Particular models discussing physical features of radiating space-
times have been generated by Som and Santos [7], Maiti [8], Sanyal and Ray [9],
Modak [10], Deng [11] and Deng and Mannheim [12]. The treatment of Ivanov [13]
is a global analysis of shear-free perfect fluid spheres with heat flow containing
as a special case the condition of conformal flatness. Analytical models of radiat-
ing spherical gravitational collapse were studied by Grammenos and Kolassis [14]
assuming conformal flatness and anisotropy in the pressure due to neutrino flow.
With a vanishing Weyl tensor, Herrera et al. [15] proposed a conformally flat rela-
tivistic model without solving the junction condition exactly. For this model Ma-
haraj and Govender [16] and Herrera et al. [1] subsequently generated exact classes
of solutions by solving the junction condition directly in terms of elementary func-
tions. Misthry et al. [17] generated other classes of solution with vanishing shear
by transforming the junction condition equation to an Abel equation. These new
conformally flat solutions are useful in determining the gravitational behaviour of
stars.
The main objective of this paper is to generate exact solutions for the equation
governing the boundary condition of a conformally flat radiating star. The Lie
theory of differential equations is used to study the boundary conditions and to
generate exact solutions to the field equations. This approach has been utilized
very successfully in determining solutions to the Einstein field equations [18–25].
Equations that have previously been intractable or solved in an ad hoc manner are
able to be systematically analysed via this group theoretic method. We believe that
the analysis here is the first comprehensive treatment of the boundary condition
(with conformal flatness) using a symmetry approach. In this study, we do not
impose the condition of pressure isotropy so that anisotropy is present. Note that
the condition of pressure isotropy applies in most earlier treatments which places
further restrictions on the gravitational potentials since an additional differential
equation has to be satisfied. Anisotropic pressures, where radial and tangential
components arise, allow for more general behaviour.
In §2 we briefly discuss the conformally flat spacetime and present the junction
condition for a radiating star. This equation is a highly nonlinear partial differen-
tial equation and difficult to solve directly using traditional methods. Therefore we
utilise a geometric approach to find solutions. In §3 we obtain the Lie point sym-
metries for the junction boundary condition. Particular symmetries or any linear
combination may help us to obtain group invariant solutions. We transform the
boundary condition to an ordinary differential equation for each symmetry in the
optimal system and exact solutions are found. In §4 we find solutions invariant un-
der elements of the optimal system. New models are generated as a result. Another
new model, this time invariant under the combination of symmetries bG1 +G3, is
given in §5. An analysis of the physical features indicates the model is reasonable
close to the centre. In §6 we make concluding remarks.
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2 The model
We consider the particular case of spherically symmetric, shear-free spacetimes
which are conformally flat when modelling the interior of a relativistic star. In this
case there exists coordinates (xa) = (t, r, θ, φ) for which the line element may be
expressed in the form
ds2 = B2
(
−dt2 + dr2 + r2dΩ2
)
(1)
where the metric function B is a function of t and r and dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2.
The energy momentum tensor is given as
Tab = (µ+ p)uaub + pgab + qaub + qbua + piab (2)
where µ is the density, p is the isotropic pressure, qa is the heat flux and piab is
the anisotropic stress. The stress tensor is
piab =
(
p‖ − p⊥
) (
nanb − 1
3
hab
)
(3)
where p‖ is the radial pressure, p⊥ is the tangential pressure and n is a unit
radial vector. The isotropic pressure p = 13
(
p‖ + 2p⊥
)
relates the radial and the
tangential pressures. The fluid four-velocity u is comoving and is given by
ua =
1
B
δa0
The heat flow vector q takes the form
qa = (0, q, 0, 0)
since qaua = 0 and the heat is assumed to flow in the radial direction. The kine-
matical quantities for the line element (1) are given by
u˙a =
(
0,
Br
B3
, 0, 0
)
(4a)
Θ = 3
Bt
B2
(4b)
where u˙a is the four-acceleration vector and Θ is the expansion scalar.
The Einstein field equations for the interior matter distribution become
µ = 3
B2t
B4
− 1
B2
(
2
Brr
B
− B
2
r
B2
+
4Br
rB
)
(5a)
p‖ =
1
B2
(
−2Btt
B
+
B2t
B2
+ 3
B2r
B2
+
4
r
Br
B
)
(5b)
p⊥ = −2Btt
B3
+
B2t
B4
+
2
r
Br
B3
− B
2
r
B4
+ 2
Brr
B3
(5c)
q = − 2
B3
(
−Brt
B
+ 2
BrBt
B2
)
(5d)
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for the line element (1). Equations (5) describe the gravitational interactions in
the interior of a conformally flat star with heat flux and anisotropic pressure.
The boundary of a relativistic radiating star divides the entire spacetime into
two distinct regions: the interior spacetime and the exterior spacetime. The exterior
radiating spacetime
ds2 = −
(
1− 2m(v)
R
)
dv2 − 2dvdR+R2dΩ2 (6)
where m(v) denotes the mass of the star as measured by an observer at infinity,
was first derived by Vaidya [5]. The spacetime is the unique spherically symmetric
solution of the Einstein field equations for radially directed coherent radiation in
the form of a null fluid. The interior spacetime (1) has to be matched along the
boundary of the star to this exterior Vaidya spacetime.
The matching of the line elements (1) and (6), and the matching of the extrinsic
curvature are necessary at the surface of the star. This matching leads to the
following junction conditions
Bdt =
[(
1− 2m
RΣ
+ 2
dRΣ
dv
) 1
2
dv
]
Σ
(7a)
(rB)Σ = RΣ (7b)
m(v) =
[
r3
2
(
B2t
B
− B
2
r
B
)
− r2Br
]
Σ
(7c)
(p‖)Σ = (Bq)Σ (7d)
where Σ is the hypersurface that defines the boundary of the radiating sphere.
The junction conditions (7) were completed by Santos [6]. The particular junction
condition
(p‖)Σ = (Bq)Σ (8)
is an additional differential equation that has to be solved together with the interior
field equations (5) to complete the model of a relativistic radiating star. This is a
nonlinear differential equation which has to be integrated on the boundary Σ of
the star. By substituting equations (5b) and (5d) into (8) we have
2rBBrt + 2rBBtt − 4rBrBt − rB2t − 3rB2r − 4BBr = 0 (9)
at the boundary of a conformally flat star. Equation (9) is the master equation
that governs the evolution of the model. We will attempt to integrate equation (9)
using the Lie theory of extended groups applied to differential equations.
3 Lie symmetry analysis
We use the Lie analysis in an attempt to find new solutions to (9). We note
that, except for Govinder and Govender [26], no other attempt to apply symmetry
analysis to the junction condition has been attempted. We know that an nth order
differential equation
E (r, t, B,Br , Bt, Brr , Brt, Btt, . . . ) = 0 (10)
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where B = B(r, t), admits a Lie point symmetry
G = ξ1 (r, t, B)
∂
∂r
+ ξ2 (r, t, B)
∂
∂t
+ η (r, t, B)
∂
∂B
(11)
provided that
G[n]E
∣∣∣
E=0
= 0 (12)
where G[n] is the nth extension of the symmetry G in (11) [27, 28]. The method
is algorithmic and can be computed by using various software packages. Utilising
PROGRAM LIE [29], we can demonstrate that (9) admits the following Lie point
symmetries:
G1 =
∂
∂t
(13a)
G2 = t
∂
∂t
+ r
∂
∂r
(13b)
G3 = B
∂
∂B
(13c)
with the nonzero Lie bracket relationship [G1, G2] = G1.
3.1 Optimal system
Given that (9) has the three symmetries (13), note that we can generate group
invariant solutions using each symmetry in turn, or taking any linear combination
of symmetries. Taking all possible combinations into account is not helpful. We
proceed in a systematic manner by considering a subspace of this vector space.
We utilize the subalgebraic structure of the symmetries (13) of the equation (9) to
generate an optimal system of one-dimensional subgroups. Such an optimal system
of subgroups is constructed by classifying the orbits of the infinitesimal adjoint
representation of the Lie group on its related Lie algebra; this is achieved by using
its infinitesimal generators. All group invariant solutions can be transformed to
those obtained via this optimal system [28].
The process is algorithmic. To determine the inequivalent subalgebras we begin
with the following nonzero vector
G = a1G1 + a2G2 + a3G3 (14)
We try to remove as many of the coefficients, ai of G, as possible through judicious
applications of adjoint maps to G. As a result, we have
G1 =
∂
∂t
(15a)
G2 = t
∂
∂t
+ r
∂
∂r
(15b)
aG2 +G3 = a
(
t
∂
∂t
+ r
∂
∂r
)
+ B
∂
∂B
(15c)
are the subalgebra of the symmetries in (13).
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4 Solutions via symmetries in the optimal system
Using the generator
G1 =
∂
∂t
(16)
we determine the invariants from the invariant surface condition
dt
1
=
dr
0
=
dB
0
(17)
We obtain the invariants r and
B = y(r) (18)
for the generator G1. With this transformation equation (9) is reduced to
3ry′ + 4y = 0 (19)
Equation (19) is a first order, separable ordinary differential equation with solution
y =
1
r4/3
⇒ B = 1
r4/3
(20)
where the constant of integration is taken to be unity. Since the gravitational
potential B in (20) is independent of time, this solution cannot be applied to a
radiating star.
The symmetry aG2 +G3 transforms the master equation to
2a2 (x− 1) yy′′ + 2a (1 + a− 3x− 2ax) yy′ + a2
(
1− 4x+ 3x2
)
y′2
+(3 + 4a) y2 = 0 (21)
which is a second order nonlinear ordinary differential equation. This equation is
quite difficult to solve since it has no symmetry in general for further reduction.
The invariants of G2 are given by
x =
t
r
(22a)
B = y (x) (22b)
For this transformation equation (9) is reduced to
(2x− 2) yy′′ + (2− 4x) yy′ +
(
1− 4x+ 3x2
)
y′2 = 0 (23)
Equation (23) is a second order nonlinear ordinary differential equation. The inte-
gration of (23) is not easy to complete using traditional methods. However, using
the computer package MATHEMATICA [30] we find the solution
y = c2 exp
(∫ x
1
8e2z (z − 1)
c1 + 3e2z − 10ze2z + 6z2e2z dz
)
(24)
We can simplify (24) for particular parameter values by setting c1 = 0 and c2 = 1.
Noting that (9) is invariant under scalings of B, we obtain the particular solution
B =
(√
7 + 5− 6 t
r
) 14−2√7
21
(√
7− 5 + 6 t
r
) 14+2√7
21
(25)
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for the master equation (9).
We emphasize that the result (25) is a new exact solution to the boundary
condition (8) for a conformally radiating star with a shear-free matter distribution.
It is not contained in any of the classes of solution found in previous investigations.
The elementary form of the solution in (25) will assist in studying the physical
features of a conformally flat radiating star.
For the solution (25) the line element (1) becomes
ds2 =

(√7 + 5− 6 t
r
) 28−4√7
21
(√
7− 5 + 6 t
r
) 28+4√7
21

(−dt2 + dr2 + r2dΩ2)
(26)
The kinematical quantities for the line element (26) are given by
u˙a =

0, 2r
3(r − t)t
(
5 +
√
7− 6 tr
) 4
3
√
7
(
12(5r−3t)t
r2 − 18
)2/3
9 (3r2 − 10rt+ 6t2)3
(√
7− 5 + 6 tr
) 4
3
√
7
, 0, 0

 (27a)
Θ =
4 3
√
6(r − t)
(
5 +
√
7− 6 tr
) 2
3
√
7
(√
7− 5 + 6 tr
) 2
3
√
7
(
3− 2(5r − 3t) tr2
)2/3
(3r2 − 10rt+ 6t2)
(27b)
We note that both the acceleration and expansion grow smaller with increasing
time. The spacetime approaches asymptotic flatness.
The matter variables are given by
µ =
8
(
5 +
√
7− 6 tr
) 4
3
√
7
(
−5 +√7 + 6 tr
)− 4
3
√
7
(
12r4 − 24r3t+ 15r2t2 − 4rt3 + 2t4)
3
(
18− 12(5r−3t)tr2
)1/3
(3r2 − 10rt+ 6t2)3
(28a)
p‖ =
8r
(
5 +
√
7− 6 tr
) 4
3
√
7
(
−5 +√7 + 6 tr
)− 4
3
√
7
(
3r3 + 2r2t− 12rt2 + 8t3)
3
(
18− 12(5r−3t)tr2
)1/3
(3r2 − 10rt+ 6t2)3
(28b)
p⊥ =
4 3
√
4(r − t)
(
5 +
√
7− 6 tr
) 4
3
√
7
(
−5 +√7 + 6 tr
)− 4
3
√
7
(
3r3 − 4r2t+ 8rt2 − 4t3)
3
(
9− 6(5r−3t)tr2
)1/3
(3r2 − 10rt+ 6t2)3
(28c)
q =
4r3
(
5 +
√
7− 6 tr
) 2√
7
(
−5 +√7 + 6 tr
)− 2√
7
(
3r3 + 2r2t− 12rt2 + 8t3)
9 (3r2 − 10rt+ 6t2)4
(28d)
for the metric (26).
We remark that this new solution is given in terms of a self-similar variable
x = t/r. The appearance of the self-similar variable implies the existence of a
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homothetic Killing vector. In shearing spherically symmetric spacetimes a homo-
thetic vector was found by Wagh and Govinder [31]. The full conformal geometry
of both shear-free and shearing spacetimes was completed by Moopanar and Ma-
haraj [32, 33], respectively.
5 Invariance under bG1 + G3
Here we consider the combination bG1 + G3 which is not in the optimal system.
This approach is taken as we were not able to solve all the equations obtained via
the optimal system. It turns out that this is the best combination that yields a
solution. In the symmetry
bG1 +G3 = b
∂
∂t
+B
∂
∂B
(29)
the constant b is nonzero and arbitrary. For the symmetry (29), we determine the
invariants r and
B = exp
(
t
b
)
y(r) (30)
Using this transformation, equation (9) is reduced to the first order ordinary
differential equation
3b2ry′2 + 2b(2b+ r)yy′ − ry2 = 0 (31)
This is a highly nonlinear equation and is difficult to solve. However, equation (31)
can be integrated with the help of MATHEMATICA [30] to give two special solutions
y =
3
√
b+ 2r + 2f(r)
exp
(
r−2f(r)
3b
)
3
√
[2b+ r + 2f(r)]2
(32a)
y =
3
√
(2b+ r + 2f(r))2
r4/3 exp
(
r+2f(r)
3b
)(
3
√
b+ 2r + 2f(r)
) (32b)
where the constants of integration are set to unity and f(r) =
√
b2 + br + r2.
Hence we have found particular solutions to (9) of the form
B = exp
(
3t− r + 2f(r)
3b
)(
b+ 2r + 2f(r)
[2b+ r + 2f(r)]2
)1/3
(33a)
B = exp
(
3t− r − 2f(r)
3b
)(
[2b+ r + 2f(r)]2
r4 [b+ 2r + 2f(r)]
)1/3
(33b)
Note that in the above solutions b 6= 0 or we would simply have B = B(r, t) in
(30).
We have found two new solutions to the boundary condition (8) for a radiating
star. The solutions (33a) and (33b) have been generated using invariance under
bG1 +G3 which is not in the optimal system. The metric function B is separable
in the variables t and r in this class of solutions. We point out the fact that the
new solutions are given in terms of elementary functions and this will help in the
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analysis of the physical features of a stellar model. The solution (33a) has the
desirable feature of being regular at the stellar centre but the heat flux has the
form
q = −2re
r−2f(r)−3t
b (2b+ r + 2f(r))
b2 (b+ 2 (r + f(r)))
(34)
The heat flux is always negative for positive b which implies inflow of energy across
the boundary of the star. For a realistic model of radiating body the heat flow
should be outwards to the exterior. This example suggests that even though Lie
analysis does provide new solutions to the boundary condition, a careful analysis
of the physical features is still necessary. The solution (33b) has a singularity at
r = 0 and can only be applied in regions away from the stellar centre. Close to
the centre another solution has to used; solution (33b) should be used as part of
core-envelope model for radiating star. Solution (33b) has several desirable features
which become clear in our physical analysis for regions away from the singularity at
the centre of the radiating star. This realistic solution may be helpful in describing
the interior spacetime of a radiating star in conformally flat spacetimes.
For the solution (33b) the line element (1) becomes
ds2 =

exp(3t− r − 2f(r)
3b
)(
[2b+ r + 2f(r)]2
r4 [b+ 2r + 2f(r)]
)1/3
2
×
(
−dt2 + dr2 + r2dΩ2
)
(35)
where 0 ≤ t ≤ ∞. The kinematical quantities are given by
u˙a =
(
0,
e
2(r+2f(r)−3t)
3b r5/3
−bf(r) (2b+ r + 2f(r))7/3 (b+ 2 (r + f(r)))1/3
(
8b4 + 6r3 (r + f(r))
+4b3 (5r + 2f(r)) + 3br2 (6r + 5f(r)) + 2b2r (13r + 8f(r))
)
, 0, 0
)
(36a)
Θ =
3e
r+2f(r)−3t
3b r4/3 (b+ 2 (r + f(r)))1/3
b (2b+ r + 2f(r))2/3
(36b)
for the line element (35). The acceleration and the expansion decrease for increas-
ing time and the spacetime becomes asymptotically flat.
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The matter variables become
µ =
2e
2(r+2f(r)−3t)
3b r2/3
b2f(r) (2b+ r + 2f(r))10/3 (b+ 2 (r + f(r)))4/3
(
32b7 + 72r6 (r + f(r))
+16b6 (9r + 2f(r)) + 36br5 (9r + 8f(r)) + 25b4r2 (31r + 14f(r)) + 18b3r3
× (51r + 31f(r)) + 9b2r4 (78r + 59f(r)) + 2b5r (213r+ 64f(r))
)
(37a)
p‖ =
6e
2(r+2f(r)−3t)
3b r5/3
b2 (2b+ r + 2f(r))10/3 (b+ 2 (r + f(r)))4/3
(
32b5 + 24r4 (r + f(r))
+16b4 (7r + 2f(r)) + 12br3 (8r + 7f(r)) + 6b3r (31r + 16f(r))
+3b2r2 (59r + 42f(r))
)
(37b)
p⊥ =
6e
2(r+2f(r)−3t)
3b r2/3
f(r) (2b+ r + 2f(r))16/3 (b+ 2 (r + f(r)))7/3
(
1024b8 + 648r7 (r + f(r))
+5376b6r (3r + f(r)) + 256b7 (23r + 4f(r)) + 324br6 (13r + 12f(r))
+81b2r5 (160r + 133f(r)) + 81b3r4 (303r + 220f(r)) + 16b5r2
× (1709r+ 816f(r)) + 4b4r3 (7807r+ 4748f(r))
)
(37c)
q =
2
9b2
e
r+2f(r)−3t
b r
(
2b2 + 2r (r + f(r))− b (r + 2f(r))
)
(37d)
for the metric (35). The quantities µ, p‖, p⊥ and q are regular in the interior
of the relativistic star. They remain continuous and well behaved in regions of
spacetime surrounding the stellar core. This feature is illustrated in Fig. 1–2. Fig.
1 is a plot for energy density µ and Fig. 2 illustrates the heat flow q; both plots
represent regular behaviour over the interval. We have omitted plots for p‖ and
p⊥ as they represent profiles which are similar to that of the energy density µ.
These are desirable features and point to a physically viable model. We note that
the heat flux decreases for increasing time. This implies that the star is radiating
away energy as it approaches a static limit.
6 Conclusion
We considered a relativistic radiating star in conformally flat spacetimes. We stud-
ied the junction condition which relates the radial pressure to the heat flux which
is the master equation. We demonstrated that this equation admits three Lie point
symmetries and obtained an optimal system. This was used to reduce the govern-
ing highly nonlinear partial differential equation to ordinary differential equations.
We also used a symmetry combination which was not in the optimal system. By
solving the reduced ordinary differential equations and transforming to the original
variables we obtained new exact solutions for the master equation. We believe that
the solutions obtained in this paper are not contained in the literature. Two classes
of models are of particular interest. The first class depends on the self similar vari-
able t/r. In the second class the metric function is separable in the spacetime
variables t and r. Two particular metrics could be identified in the second class.
The first metric is regular at the centre but the heat flow is inwardly directed. The
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Fig. 1 Energy density
Fig. 2 Heat flux
second metric is not regular at the centre but the heat flow is outwardly directed.
Clearly the Lie analysis of differential equations is a useful technique in generat-
ing exact solutions to the boundary condition. However a subsequent study of the
physical features remains necessary. For our example the matter variables are reg-
ular in a spacetime region at least close to the centre. The heat flux, acceleration
and expansion are decreasing functions for large time. In our example observe that
12 G. Z. Abebe et al.
we obtain the relationship
p‖ = µλ, λ =
3rf(r)
5b2 + 8br + 8r2 − 4bf(r)− 5rf(r) (38)
which relates the p‖ and µ. Thus the ratio
p‖
µ is independent of time. This property
essentially arises from the separability of the metric (33b).
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